
 

SIGIL CLACK 
WATERBASED SEALANT FOR LAMINATES OR FLOATING T&G FLOORS

Single-component fluid sealant for treating the joints of floating floors, laminate 
or T&G type, also prefinished; ideal for elements suitable to be replaced.
Sigil Clack is particularly advised in case of damp environments like kitchens, 
bathrooms, because it creates a water-proof barrier avoiding the joints to 
expand. Sigil Clack is easy to apply thanks to the handy pouring lip on the bottle, 
it assures fast drying and very easy cleaning.

Technical data  

Physical characteristics  (20°C – 60% R.H.)
Appearance White paste Specific gravity 1,05  g/cm3

Viscosity (Brookfield 25°C) 10.000 mPa.s

Times  (20°C – 60% R.H.)
Open time 5-10’ Light walking 12-24 hours 

(See notes)
Time for setting 1-2 hours Complete hardening 24-48 hours

Technical characteristics
Yield 50 linear mt with 500ml Application temperature  > + 10°C
Elongation to break > 200% (estimated value)

Storage and labeling 
Storage in original packing 
closed at T >+ 10°C

12 months KEEPAWAY 
                    FROM FROST Symbols of risk NONE

Tools cleaning When still fresh it can be cleaned just with water, when dry use acetone

 Packaging Bottles of 500 ml with pouring lip 

Application
Take care the surfaces to be treated are well clean and dry. 
Cut the ending lip of the bottle with the needed section. Apply Sigil Clack on the male 
element and immediately proceed to coupling. Once the element is inserted make a weak 
pressure to improve a continuous seal. For remove exceeding product proceed as follow: 

Cleaning     after     drying:   when the sealant is dry remove it by finger or by suitable tool being 
careful not to scratch or damage the surface. Sigil Clack does not adhere to prefinished 
coats and it can be easily peeled out without using solvents.
Cleaning     immediately  : when the sealant is still fresh, take it away with a sponge or 
slightly damp cloth. 

Cleaning after laying.
When it is possible to walk on the floor, clean the surface using the specific cleaner Ready-
Pro removing halos and dirt.

Notes
 When dry, Sigil Clack becomes transparent.
 Even if the laid elements are set after few hours, we advise to wait at least for 12-24 

hours before walking on. During this period the mechanical features grow up and local 
stress could affect the continuity of sealing

 In any case follow installation guidelines given by the floor manufacturer
Safety rules
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. Strictly respect the information reported on labels and 
consult the safety data sheet before using the product.
Disposal of waste
Dispose unused product and empty packages according to local in force regulations.
WARNING: The information reported in present technical data sheet are for guidance only and they do not hold our 
responsibility; the environmental conditions and the employ modalities are out of our control. We advise to check 
that the product fits for the work to be done.
REV.5 30-03-2011. Current Technical Data Sheet replaces the previous one.
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